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0. Introduction
The homotopy theory of group representations has been studied by various
authors (see [3], [4], [7], [8], [9], [10] and [11] for example). We are con-
cerned with it in this paper.
Let G be a compact topological group. If V is a real G-representation, we
denote by S(V) its unit sphere with respect to some G-invariant inner product.
Two real G-representations V and W are called JG-related if and only if there
exists a real G-representation [/such that S(V®U) and S(WξBU) are G-homo-
topy equivalent. Then the group /G(*) *s defined as the quotient group of
the real representation ring RO(G) by the above relation. K. Kawakubo studied
/G(*) for abelian groups G in [8] and [9]; S. Kakutani for some kind of metacy-
clic group in [7]. T. torn Dieck and T. Petrie made it clear in [3] and [4] that
/G-relation is deeply connected with field automorphisms.
The purpose of this paper is to determine /G(*) for G=SL(2, p)y where p
is a prime greater than four. For this, Petrie's theorem introduced in section
2 is applicable. Our main results are Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
The arrangement of this paper is as follows. In section 1 we determine the
irreducible real 5L(2, ^-representations and state Theorem 1.1 and 1.2. In
section 2 we introduce our main tools (developed by Petrie, torn Dieck and
Kawakubo). Section 3 is devoted to algebraic lemmas. In section 4 we study
subgroups of SL(2> p) up to conjugation. In section 5 we consider /G-relation
for generalized quaternion groups G, and get Corollary 5.5 as a by-product
related to [3; Theorems 1 and 3]. In section 6 we list the restriction of SL(2,
^-representations to some subgroups. Putting all this together we prove
Theorem 1.2 in sections 7 and 8.
The author is greately indebted to Professor K. Kawakubo for suggesting to
the author the problem discussed here and for his advice in preparing this paper.
1. The main results and the real SL(2, /^-representations
Let N be the set of positive integers. Denote
D(ή) = {k^N: k divides n and 2k<n) ,
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D0{n) = {k<=D(ή): k is odd} ,
D
e
{n) = {k^D(n): k is even} ,
for each positive integer n. We define groups Jln and J2n for each integer
n> 1 and for each even integer n>2 respectively as follows. Let n=2kprι(1)"*prt
(t)
be the prime decomposition of n.
Case 1. k^2. We set
φJln = Z0Z2*-2®  Zpfo-pfo-i and
J2 n = Zζ&Z2k-2ζQ φ Z(pr(O_prCO-ly2 .
Case 2. Λ=Oorl . We set
and(
/2 > w = Z 0 φ Z(pfi»-prCO-l)/2 ,
where the inclusion of Z 2 into @Zp<o_p<n-i is given by
Z is the group of integers, and Z
m
 are the quotient groups Z/(m) for positive
integers m.
Then we have
Theorem 1.1. Let p>4 be α prime. Then the group JSL(2,P)(*) is isomor-
phic to
© ®m^
where T is Z2ξ&Z2 if p=l mod 4, {0} if p = 3 mod 4 respectively.
This theorem is a consequence of Theorem 1.2. We, however, need
some preparation to state Theorem 1.2.
Let G be a topological group. If V is a real G-representation, define
cV=C(£)RV, regarded as a complex G-representation, where R and C are the
classical fields of the real numbers and of the complex numbers respectively.
Similarly, if V is a complex G-representation, let rV have the same underlying
set as V and the same operations from G, but regard it as a vector space over
R. Let V be a real (resp. complex) G-representation. If H is a subgroup of
G, then the restriction of the group action to H defines the real (resp. complex)
iϊ-representation res# V. If K is another topological group and / is a homomor-
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phism from K to G, then the canonically induced real (resp. complex) ϋC-repre-
sentation is denoted byf*V.
We will determine the irreducible real SL(2, p)-representations according
to [5; §38].
Let p be a prime greater than four, G be SL(2, p), F be a finite field of p
elements and v be a generator of the cyclic group F*=F—{0}. Denote
/I 0\ /-I 0\ /I 0\1 =
 (o J. * = ( o -.)• H J.
Moreover G contains an element b of order p+l, and we identify F with Zp=
Zj(p). For each element x of G, let (x) denote the conjugacy class of G con-
taining x. Then G has exactly ^>+4 conjugacy classes (1), (#), (£), (d), (zc), (zd)y
(a), (α2), -,{a«-»% (b), (b2), -,{b^'2) satisfing
Table 1
X
l(*)l
1
1 1
c
(/-l)/2
d
(ρ2-m
zc
(f-W
dz
(ρ2-m
a
m
p(p+ί)
bH
p(p-l)
for l£m£(p-(p)β (ρ)β
Put £=(-l)<*-1)/2, p=exp(2^r
v
/
^ϊ/(/>-l)) and σ=exp(2w
v
/
'
=T/(ί+l))
We can choose v and b so that the complex character table of G is
Table 2
?!
ξz
Vi
V2
1
1
P
p+ί
p-\
(P+W
(p+W
(ί-l)/2
(ί-l)/2
1
(-i)'0>+i)
(-W-i)
£(p+l)/2
£(P+l)/2
-«(ί-l)/2
-£(/>-1)/2
c
1
0
1
- 1
(l+V£p)/2
(l-v/^)/2
d
1
0
1
- 1
(i~Vεp)β
(ί+Vερ)β
(_l-V^)/2
(-l+Vερ)/2
1
1
p'- +
 p-<-
0
(-1)"
(-1)"
0
0
1
- 1
0
-(σ '«+
σ
-
 ί
")
0
0
(-i) B + 1
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for l^ i^ (/>-3)/2, l£j£(p-l)β, l^tn^(ρ-3)β, l^n^{p-\)β. The
columns for the classes (zc) and (zd) are missing in this table. These values
are obtained from the relations
X(zc) = X(z)X(c)l(l), X(zd) = X(z)X(d)/X(l)
for all irreducible characters % of G. We usually identify the above characters
with the corresponding complex representations.
According to [1 3.62], an irreducible complex G-representation X is real,
not self-conjugate or quaternionic if and only if
is equal to 1, 0 or — 1 , respectively. By calculation of the above values, we
determine the irreducible real G-representations as follows.
If />= 1 mod 4, we have
Table 3
dim
Λ
n.b.
R
1
cR=\G
Ψ
P
cΨ=ψ
Xi (i: even)
P+ί
cXi=Xi
θj (j: even)
p-l
s,
(P+W
Ξ2
(P+W
Xi (i: odd)
2(ί+l)
X,=rX,
Θj (j: odd)
2(/>-l) p-l
Φ 2
p-l
€
)2=?''72
for l^x^(/>-3)/2, l ^ ; ^ ( / » - l ) / 2 .
If ^>=3 mod 4, we have
Table 4
dim
Λ
n.b.
R
1
cR=lG
Ψ
P
Ξ
P+l
Xt (i: even) Θ ; (j: even) X,- (»: odd)
2(^+1)
Θ, 0": odd)
2(/,-l)
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for
Put
[n: m] = {k(=N: 2k<n, (k, n) = m}
for n^N and m^D(n)y where (k, n) is the greatest common divisor of k and n.
Now we state Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 1.2. Let V= θ
r
c(Y)Yand W= ®
γ
c\Y)Y, where Yruns through
the irreducible real representations and the coefficients c(Y) and c'(Y) are non-
negative integers. Then V and W are JG-related if and only if all the following
conditions (I), (II), •••, (VII) are satisfied.
(I)
(II)
(III)
(IV)
(V)
(VI)
(VII)
c(Ψ) = c'(Ψ).
For each element m of D
e
(p—1),
(III, 1) Π {klmγ^JΞΞ ± Π (A/w/W mod (/»-l)/m ,
where k runs through [p— 1: m] .
For each element m of D0(p-\-l),
(IV, 0) Σ * c{Xk) = Σ * c\Xk) and
vή
2c
'(χk) mod 2(p—\)jm,(IV, 1) Π (klnήW*) = Π {klnif
zo/?ere Λ rwni throdugh [p—l:m\.
For each element m of D
e
(p-\-\),
(v,o) Σ*c(θ 4 ) = 2»e'(β*>
(V, 1) Π (A/ί«)c(Θ*' = ± Π {k/
where k runs through [J>+1: w] .
jFor each element m of D0(p-\-l),
(V,0) Σ*«(Θ4) = Σ»<:'(Θ4)
(V, 1) Π (ft/m)fcW = Π {wlK
wAre ^ rwwί through [p-\-ί: m].
Ifp=ί mod 4,
(VII, 0) ί(B1)
(VII, 1) ίίBO
mod
mod
)=1 mod 4,
(VIII, i
, Ifp~3 mod 4, c(ίQ) =
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(VIII)
This theorem will be proved in sections 7 and 8. Theorem 1.1 can be
obtained from the same argument in [9; 3], The details are omitted.
2. Introduction of fundamental theorems
Let G be a finite group, V and W G-representations, and / a G-map from
S(V) to S{W). For each subgroup H of G, let S{V)H and S(W)H be the infixed
point sets of S(V) and of S(W) respectively, and/^ the induced map from S(V)H
to S(W)H. By the equivariant case of the theorem of J.H.C. Whitehead (see
[6] and [12]), the G-map/is a G-homotopy equivalence if and only if degfH is
equal to 1 or — 1 for each subgroup H of G. When does a G-homotopy equi-
valence from S(V) to S(W) exist? If V and W are complex G-representations,
Petrie's theorem below is applicable to this question. Now let V and W be
complex G-representations. Then the ίf-fixed point sets S(V)H and S(W)H
inherit the canonical orientations from the complex structures on VH and WH.
To introduce Petrie's theorem, we assume that
dim VH = dim WH for each subgroup H of G .
Let K be a cyclic subgroup of G with a generator g of order n. As com-
plex ^-representation, V (resp. H^ ) splits as F - F Θ F ^ (resp. W=WK®WK)
which defines V
κ
 (resp. H^) as the complement of the K-ήxed point set
Vκ (resp. W*) of V (resp. IF). Put λ_ 1(F i Γ)(^)=Σ! ί ( - 1 ) ί t r a c e (g> Λ ' T * ) ,
where z runs through the non-negative integers. Define X(V—W; K) by
where Z'* is the set of units of J^
n
.
Theorem 2.1 (Petrie). L /^ β/z integer d(K) be given for each subgroup K of
G. There exists a G-map f from S(W) to S(V) such that dεgfκ=d(K) for every
K} if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) If H and K are conjugate in G} then d(H)=d(K).
(ii) //dim Vκ=0, then d(K)=l.
(iii) IfH<K and VH= Vκ, then d(H)=d(K).
(iv) For each subgroup H,
= 0mod\NHIH\,
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where the summation is taken over the subgroups K of NH such that K include H
and KjH are cyclic. Here NH is the normalίzer of H in G.
Let's call the above relation (iv) the Petrie equation. In order to calculate
the Petrie equation, we express X(V—W; K) in another form. Let a
λ
{g),
<*2(g), —, a
s
(g) be all the eigenvalues of g on V, β^g), β2(g), •••, βs(g) all the
eigenvalues on W, where s is the complex dimension of V. Assume that
a
m
(g)=βM(g)=l for each m<t, am(g)Φl and βm(g)Φl for each m^t. Then
we have
%(F-ϊΓ;JS:)=ΣΠί=§#;,
where g is the generator as before and for m<t we put {l—a
m
(gy}l{l~β
m
(gy}
= 1 for convenience* sake. This yields
where gr runs through the generators of K.
If we deal with complex G-representations, we call S(V) and S(W) oriented
G-homotopy equivalent if there exists a G-homotopy equvalence/ from S(V) to
S(W) such that for each subgroup H of G, the restricted map fH from S{V)H to
S(W)H has degree one with respect to the canonical orientations. Let Rh(G)
be the subgroup of the complex G-representation ring R(G), consisting of a~
V—W such that S(V) and S(W) are oriented G-homotopy equivalent. Let
RO(G) be the real G-representation ring and ROh(G) be the subgroup of RO(G)
consisting of a=V—W such that V and W are /G-related. The elements a=
V—W of R(G) such that dim F^=dim WH for all subgroups H of G form a
subgroup of R(G) which is denoted by R0(G). The analogous subgroup of
RO(G) is denoted by RO0(G). If G has order n=\G\, then G-representations
are realizable over the field Q(ζ) where ζ is a primitive n-th root of unity.
The Galois group Γ of Q(ζ) over Q acts on R(G) and RO(G) via its action
on character values. Let Z[T] be the integral group ring of Γ and 7(Γ) its
augumentation ideal. It is well known that R0(G)=I(T)R(G) and RO0(G)=
I(Γ)RO(G). Put i?1(G)=/(Γ)i?0(G) and RO1(G)=I(Γ)RO0(G). (Our notations
follow torn Dieck [3].)
Then the following theorem is proved.
Theorem 2.2 (torn Dieck and Petrie). For all finite groups G we have
R,(G)(ZRh(G) andROx{G)c:ROh{G).
We conclude this section by introducing a result for the cyclic group Z
n
(see [8] and [9]). For an integer k, we define a complex ^-character v{n, k)
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which will be identified with the corresponding complex ^-representation, by
v(n> k)U) = exP{2τtjk^^Λjn) for j G Z
Λ
.
Put V{n3 k)=rv(n, k), and simply write V(k) for V(ns k) if there is no confusion.
Theorem 2.3 (Kawakubo). Let V=®kc{k)V{k) and W=®kc\k)V{k\
where k runs through [n: 1] and all the coefficients c(k) and c\k) are non-negative
integers. Then the following three conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent.
(i) S(V) and S(W) are Z
n
-homotopy equivalent.
(ii) V and W are JZn-related.
3. Algebraic lemmas
For an even integer #2^4, put
Oq = {k£ΞN: l^k^q, k is odd} ,
Eq = {k GiV: l^k^q, k is even} ,
and μ=exp(2πy/ — \jq).
Lemma 3.1. Let r be a positive divisor of q with 2r<q. Then we have
Proof, (i) We firstly prove the relation for r—\. Observe
zlk&Oq vEq μ — 0
On the other hand we have
Therefore we obtain Σ^eo^ μk=0.
(ii) If q\r is even, then q\r^\. From (i) we have
(iii) If qjr is odd, then we have
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Now let p be an odd prime with p= 1 mod 4. Denote
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K
s
 — {n^N: l^n^p—1, n^i2modp for some integer i} ,
K'
a
 = &(ΞKS: I£n£(p-l)l2} ,
K
r
 = {nϊΞN: l^n^p-l, n$K
s
} , and
Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. It never holds that
^JI^ΞΞiJΊ^mod/).
Proof. Let a be an integer which generates Zf. For /eiV there exists
an integer m such that a}—mp^K
s
, if and only if i = 0 mod 2. Thus for /3e
K
s
, there exists an integer m such that aβ—mp^K
r
. Since p=l mod4 im-
ples p—l(=K
s
, either aβ—mp^Kr
r
 or p—(aβ—mp)^K'
r
 happens. We
define a map α* from K'
s
 to K'
r
 which maps β to aβ—mp if aβ—mp^K'r, to
p—(aβ—mp) if p—(aβ—mp)^Kr respectively. It is easy to check that α*
is bijective. Suppose that
Π n=^z Π nmodp.
Then we have
Π n=± Π Λ Ξ ± Π α*(n)Ξ=± Π ^ = ± α ( ^ 1 ) / 4 Π nmodp.
This implies a(p~1)/4==±l mod^). Therefore we have αc / >~1 ) / 2=l mod^>. This
contradicts the fact that the order of a is p— 1. This completes the proof.
Lastly we quote a lemma which contributes to the computation to determine
the restriction of SL(2, /^-representations to subgroups in section 6. Put ζ=
exp (2π\/ — 1/p), where p is an odd prime withp= 1 mod 4.
Lemma 3.3 (Gauss, see [13]). It holds that
intΞK5 ζ — 2 2-ln<EKr b —
4. On subgroups of SL(2, p)
In this section we determine some subgroups of SL(2, p) up to conjugation
and their normalizers in order to use the Petrie equation. Here p is an odd
prime greater than four.
Put
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Then B is the subgroup generated by a and zc defined in section 1. If
p= 1 mod 4, B has the subgroup
-1)Λ 0
We firstly consider subgroups H of *SL(2,j£>) such that/) divides | //* | . Since
H contains a cyclic subgroup of order p> we may assume that H contains ζc}
(see Table 1). Let c act canonically on
Then <£> preserves the line
HC
We easily see that iV<c> is By where iV<c> is the normalizer of <£> in SL(2, p).
If all the elements of H of order p are represented in the form
n
then for each element g of H it holds that £ 1<c>^r=<c>. Therefore i/ is
included in B. Otherwise /f has an element of order p which never preserves
the line L. According to the proof of [14, 2.4 Proposition 15] H must be
5L(2, p). Hence H is included in B, if H is different from SL(2> p). Moreover
ζjc} is the unique cyclic subgroup of B of order p> consequently of H. Thus
5=iV<£> includes the normalizer NH of H in SL(2, p).
We have proved
Proposition 4.1. For a subgroup H with < c > c f f c ΰ , NH is included in B.
Secondly we will determine the subgroups H of SL(2, p) with (| H \, 2p)=1.
In this case 17/1 is divisible neither by 2 nor by p. Let / be the projection of
SL(2, p) to PSL(2, p)=SL(2y ρ)/<z>. Observe
f(H)dPSL(2,p)aPGL(2, p).
Let K be a subgroup of PGL(2, />) whose order is prime to p. If K is neither
cyclic nor dihedral, then K is isomorphic to one of the groups Sl4, @4 and St5
(see [14; Proposition 16]). Now \f(H)\ is prime to p, moreover to 2. It
follows that f(H) is cyclic. As | H \ is prime to 2, i? is a cyclic group which
does not contain z. If H is non-trivial, then we assume that H is one of <</>
and <#>, where
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Proposition 4.2. Provided 1 ^ s<(p—1)/2, we have
*«>-& :-)•(;. -:)
Since the proof is straightforward, we omit it.
From now on we will determine Nζb*y for l^Z<(^>+l)/2. Following to
Dornfhoff [5; p. 229], put k=GF(p2), then knF. Choose a generator τ of
k* with T* + 1 =Ϊ>. Let b and £ be the -F-linear maps of the F-vector space k
defined by b(y)=τp~lfγ and £(7)=τ7> where 7 are elements of k. If an element
g of 5L(2, p) satisfies gbtg~1=br\ I<,t<(p+l)j2y then we have gbt=brtg. Let
φ: k->k be the map given by
where α and yS are elements of F. So we have φ(a+btβ)=a+brtβ. If 7 =
a+rW'β and μ(Ξk, then it follows that g{Ύμ)=g((a+bfβ)μ)=(a+brtβ)g(μ)
= Φ(fY)g(fJ>) Therefore we have ^(77') = Φ(T7>(1) and g(ΎΎ') = φ{Ύ)g(Ύ )
=Φ(Ύ)φ(Ύ')g(l), and these relations imply φ(ΎΎ') = φ(Ύ)φ(Ύ'). Hence φ is
an automorphism of k over F.
Proposition 4.3. For each element g of Nζb*y, I^t<(p+ί)l2y g is in-
cluded in the normalizer NGL(2tP)(ey of Key in GL(2, p).
Proof. Let φ be the map defined as above, φr the map of k given by
φ'('y)—g(l)γ for elements 7 of k. Then g is considered as the composition
φΌφ. It is sufficient to show that both φ and φ' belong to the normalizer
NGL(2>p)^y. Since φ is an automorphsm, we have (φ^φ~1)(7)^φ(τ)7. φ(τ) is
an element of k*. Therefore φeφ^^e™ follows for some integer m. As for φ',
since £(1) is an element of &*, there exists an integer m such that φ'=em. It is
clear that φr belongs to NGL(2tP)ζey. This completes the proof.
Proposition 4.4. iV<£'>> l ^ ^ < ( ^ + l ) / 2 , ts equal to iV<*>. Moreover
\N<byι<by\=2 holds.
Proof. By Proposition 4.3, iV<^> is included in NGL(2p)ζeynSL(2,p).
On the other hand, ic is obvious Nζb^ includes NGL(2fP)ζey Π SL(29 p). Con-
sequently we have Nζb'y^NcL^p) Π SL(2,p). The first part of Proposition 4.4
follows from this relation.
From the above fact we obtain
\N<b>l<b>\ = \NGL<aj<e>nSL(2,p)l<e>nSL(2,p)\
= 2.
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Proposition 4.5. iV<a> and Nζby are the generalized quaternion groups such
that
N<ay = <x,y: xp~ι = 1, x(p~l)/2 = y\ y~ιxy = ΛΓ 1 ) ,
N<Jby = <x3y: x
p+1
 = 1, #<>+1)/2 = / , y'ιxy = x~ιy .
Proof. For iV<Λ>, put x=a and y=
Then the three relations xp x = l , Λ;(/> 1)/2=y2 and j ιxy=x ι follow immediately.
For Nζby, put #—δ and choose an arbitrary element as y in Nζ,by\b.
Since |GΛ/(Λ/JF) |=2, we get y(v)=ypy(l) for any γeA. Let φ and φ' be
the maps of k defined by φ(7)—Ύp and φ'(7)=<y(l)7 for γe fe Then we can
consider y^ as the composition φΌφ. As det j>=l and d e t φ = — 1 , we get
det φ ' = — 1 . det e— v implies that the order of y(l) as an element of A*
divides 2(^+1). Since we have y2(7)=>y(7^(l))=73'(l) ί + 1, the order of y2 is
at most 2. Since j>$<£>, we conclude that the order of y is 4 and y2=z.
We complete the proof if we show the relation y~1xy=x~ι. Notice that
y~1=zy andy(l)p+1= — l. For γEfe, we have
(y'ιχy)(Ύ) = (*yχ)(y(Ύ)) - (*y*)(Ύpy(l))
= r
ι
~
Pr
γ = x~\y).
Hence we obtain y~1xy=x~ι. This completes the proof.
5. J^-relation for generalized quaternion groups G
We showed in the previous section that SL(2, p) contains some generalized
quaternion groups. In order to consider JSL(2 ^-relation, we consider JG-
relation for the generalized quaternion groups. Let G be one of them with
presentation
< o_ -t S 9 — 1 — 1 \
Λ, y. x — L, x — y > y χy — Λ />
where s is an integer greater than 1. For an integer k with ltίk<s, define a
complex matrix representation T{G, k) by
yu o .
and
-C (".")
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where ζ = exp(π\/ — l/s). The corresponding complex G-representation to
Γ(G? k) will be also denoted by T(G, k). From [2], Γ(G, k) is irreducible. If
G is fixed and there is no confusion, we simply write T{k) for T(G} k).
Proposition 5.1. // rT{\) and rT(k) are JG-related, then it holds that
We will prove this proposition later on, and we admit this proposition to
be true for a moment.
Proposition 5.2. Provided h?= 1 mod 4s, S(T(ί)) and S(T(k)) are oriented
G-homotopy equivalent.
Proof. We show that there exists a G-map/from S(T(1)) to S(T(k)) such
that d e g / * = l with respect to the canonical orientations for each subgroup K
of G, using Theorem 2.1. Put V=T(k)y W=T(1) and d(K)=l for all K<G.
Since G acts freely on S(T(k)) as well as ^(^(l)), it is sufficient to check the
Pertrie equation for H={1}. That is we check the equation:
where all rf(*) are equal to one. Since
- Σ
the left hand side of (*)
Σ
By the fact that for integers a and /5, ^ " ^ = 1 implies f pf~Λ=l, the above
value is congruent to l+2Aό—tf-\-2s mod 4ί, consequently to 0 mod As. This
completes the proof.
Corollary 5.3. T(k)-T{\) ίresp. rT(k)-rT(l)) belongs to Rh(G) (resp.
ROh(G)), if and only ifk2=l mod is.
Proposition 5.4. //Σ* 6[2. •  rf(k)T(k) {resp. Σ * e [ 2 s : i] c(k){rT(k)}) belongs tu
resp. RO}(G)), then we have
where all the coefficients c(k) are integers, and for'a positive integer i, k"{ is an
integer such that #&""' = 1 mod 2s.
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Proof. Let φ be a field-automorphism and t an integer such that φ(ζ)=ζ',
then for h(Ξ[2s: 1] T(h) is equal to T(hf), where h'<=[2s: 1] and h'=±th mod 2s.
If we have ^kc{k)T{k)={\-φ){\-φr)T{h) for some AGΞ[2S: 1] and field-auto-
morphisms φ and φ\ then we easily get Π kc(k)=±l mod 2s. Proposition 5.4
comes from this fact.
Corollary 5.5. Assume s is odd. If we have R1(G)=Rh(G) or ROX{G)=-
ROh(G)< then s is a power of a prime.
Proof. If s is odd and divisible by distinct more than two primes, then
there exist more than two integers k such that k2= 1 mod 4s and 1 ^ k<is. If we
take such a non-trivial k, T(k)-T(\) (resp. rT(k)-rT{\)) belongs not to R}(G)
(resp. RO^G)) but to Rh(G) (resp. ROh(G)).
Theorem 5.6. Let V= 0 A e [ 2 s : rf(k)T(k) and W= φkeί2s: &\k)T(k)y where
c{k) and c\k) are non-negative integers. Then the following three statements (i),
(ii) and (iii) are equivalent.
( Σ3»<*) = Σ»c'(ft) and
W
 (
(ii) rV and rW are JG-related.
(iii) S{V) and S(W) are oriented G-homotopy equivalent.
Proof. Firstly we prove that (i) implies (iii). Since Σ * c(k)=*Σk c\K)y
Σa (c(k)-c'(k))T(k) belongs to R0(G). There exists ie[2s: 1] such that
ΣL (c(k)-c'(k))T(k)= T{ΐ)-T{\) mod ^(G)
(see [3 section 1]). By Proposition 5.4 and (i), we have f= 1 mod 4s. Combin-
ing Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 and Proposition 5.2 we see that S(V) and S(W) are
oriented G-homotopy equivalent.
It is clear from the definition that (iii) implies (ii).
We complete the proof by showing that (ii) implies (i). It is easy to get
ΈkC'(k) from (ii). Therefore we have Σϊk(c(k)-c'(k))T(k)==T(i)-
mod i?
x
(G) for some i<=[2s: 1]. Since rT(ί) and rT(i) are /G-related,
/ 2 =lmod4j . By Proposition 5.4 it holds that Π ^ Ξ Π ^ m o d ^ .
We have proved Theorem 5.6 assuming Proposition 5.1.
Proof of Proposition 5.1. For a a power of two, Proposition 5.1 is given in
torn Dieck [3; section 4].
L e m m a 5.7. If s is α power of an odd prime, rT(ί) andrT(k) are JG-relatedy
then k2=l mod 4 s holds.
If we admit this lemma to be true, we can prove Proposition 5.1 in general
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as follows. Let s=pri(1)pr2
(2)
~'prt(t) be the prime decomposition of s. For each
integer /, ί^i^t, restrict T(l) and T(k) to the subgroup H(i) of G generated by
x
j
 and y, where j=slpϊ«\ If rT(l) and rT(k) are/G-related, then r(τesHωT(l))
and r(rtsHd)T(k)) are JHa)-related. From the case of a power of a prime, we
obtain that k2= 1 mod 4pf(ί). This yields that h?= 1 mod 4ό.
Proof of Lemma 5.7. Let s=qn be the prime decomposition of s. From
the assumption such that rT{\) and rT(k) are /G-related, there exists a complex
G-representation U such that S(T(l)®U) and S(T(k)®U) are G-homotopy
equivalent. Therefore there exists (d(K))
κ
 consisting of 1 and — 1, and satisfying
the Petrie equation (iv) of Theorem 2.1 for V=T(k)@U and W=T(\)®Uy
where K runs through the subgroups of G. The following assertion is a key to
complete the proof of Lemma 5.7.
Assertion 5.8. In the above situation, it holds that
(i) d«x«m» = d«x»for O^t
(ii)
Proof. We prove (i) by induction on m. If m=0, then (i) holds trivialy.
For fixed my O^m^n—1, putting the inductive assumption such that
holds for each i, Qf^ί^m, we prove d(ζ,xqM+1 »=</(<#». The Petrie equation
for H=<x"""1y is
d«x"m+1»+ίl φ(ϊM + 1- iH<*9 '»+? f f l + 1<*«* ί '"+ 1> . r » = 0 m o d 2qm+1,
» = 0
where φ is the Euler function. By the inductive assumption, we get
d«x^1y)+(qm+1-l)d«xy)+qm+ιd«xqm+\ y» = 0 mod 2qm+1 .
Since d(K)=l or — 1 , we obtain
+1
» = d«x» .
This completes the proof of (i).
Next we prove (ii) by induction on m. The Petrie equation for i/=<^> is
d«x2»+d«x»+2d(G) = 0 mod 4.
Since d(K)=l or — 1 , we obtain d « ^ » = d ( < # » . This shows (ii) for m=0.
As the rest of the proof of (ii) is quite similar to that of (i), we omit it.
We return to the proof of Lemma 5.7. The Petrie equation for H= {1} is
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From the definition we obtain
By Assertion 5.8 i?«^'»=</«Λ;» holds for <*'>φ {1}. Therefore it holds that
= Σ
E {
Since for integers α and β> ζ*ζ~β=l implies ξβζ~a=l, we get
mod
Therefore the Petrie eqαation shows that
d({l})+(2ks-k2)d«x»+2sd«y»==0 mod 4J .
As d(k)=\ or — 1 , we obtain d({l}) = k2d(ζxy) mod 4s. Consequently we have
not only d({l))=d((xy) but also k2=l mod4$. This completes the proof of
Lemma 5.7.
6. Restriction of SL(2, /^-representations to subgroups
In section 4 we considered subgroups of SL(2, p). Restriction of irredu-
cible SL(2, ^>)-representations to those subgroups is listed below. Since this
can be obtained by easy calculation using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, the proof is
omited.
Suppose/>=1 (resp. 3) mod 4.
C*-5)/4
(6.1) res<
β
>X2, = V(p-1, 2i)®2{ 0 V(p-ly 2k)@R®R'} ,
where R is the one dimensional real representation such that a acts as — 1 , and
V(*9 *) are ones defined in section 2,
C*-3)/4
(resp.res<fl>X2ί = V(p-1, 2i)®2{ ^0 V(p-l, 2k)®R}).
res<fl>Θ2; and res<a>H^ are independent of j and k respectively as real <α>-reρre-
sentation.
CP-ί)U
(6.2) res<4>Θ2> = V(p+1, 2j)®2{^V(p+l, 2k)® R) ,
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Cί-3)/4
(resp. res<A>Θ2, = V(p+l, 2 j )02{^0 V(p+1, 2k)®R®R') ,
where R' is the one dimensional real representation such that b acts as —1).
res<
ί
>X2ί and res<ά>HΛ are independent of i and & respectively as real <$>-reρre-
sentation.
(6.3) res<c>*i = R®®keκ>
s
V(p,k), and
res<c>H2 = Rφ ®keκ,r V{p, k),
where K'
s
 and Kf
r
 are the sets defined in section 3. res<
c
>X2t and res<c>Θ2t are
independent of i and j respectively as real ^^-representation.
Let B
o
 be the subgroup in section 4, T(B0, k) the complex J30-representations
defined as in section 5 for G=B0 and l^k<.p—1. Denote
K" = {n^iZ: 0<n<p} n is odd and n-{-p=2i2 mod^> for some i^Z} , and
K'
r
r
 = {n<=Z: 0<n<p, n is odd and
(6.4) resBo Vl = ®kGK» T(B0, k), and
0, k).
X2i-ι and res5o Θ2; -iare independent of i and j as real jB0-representation.
CP-D/2
(6.5) τesN<a> X2,_, = Γ(iV<α>, 2/-1)0 0^ T(iV<α>, 2Λ-1).
reSjv<
β
> θ2y_i are independent of y as real Λ/'<ί7>-reρresentation.
Cp + Ό/2
0 ®(6.6)
 Λ = φ
r
es^ <ft>-X2» -i a r e independent of / as real iV<έ>-reρresentation.
7. The Proof of the sufϊcient condition in Theorem 1.2
Let G be SL(2,p) in this section. We prove that if (I), (II), — ,(VIΠ) in
Theorem 1.2 all are satisfied, then V and W are /G-related.
Supposep=l mod 4,
Proposition 7.1. Lef F = 0 * ^ - 1 :
 m
ic(Xh)Xh and W= ®heίp^:
/or αw element m of D
e
(p—1). If for c(Xk) and c\Xk) the condition (III) in
Theorem \.2is satisfied, then V and W are JG-related.
Proof. We consder the submodule M^{Σk^ιp_i:m2akXk: ak^Z} of
RO(G). A homomorphism res<
β
> from RO(G) to 120 (<α» is canonically
defined by restriction. The restricted map res<
β
> | M over M is injective from
(6.1). The assumption (III) implies that res<
β
>(2i(ί:(A)—^'(Λ))^) belongs to
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y), by Theorem 2.3. As res<fl>|M is injective, we have Σ
c\Xk))Xk in RO^G). Then the conclusion follows from Theorem 2.2.
Proposition 7.2. Let V=ekGίp+l:mlc(Θk)θk and W=®kξΞίp+1:mlc'(θk)θk
for an element m of D
e
(p-\-l). If for c(Θk) andc\®k) he condition (V) in Theorem
1.2 is satisfied, then V and W are JG-related.
Proof. Applying the previous argument to b and (6.2) instead of a and
(6.1) respectively, we obtain Proposition 7.2.
Proposition 7.3. Let V=c{B
ι
)B
ι
®c{B2)B2 and W=c\Bι)Bι®c\B2)B2.
If for c(Bi), c(B2), c\Bι) and c\B2) the condition (VII) in Theorem 1.2 satisfied,
then V and W are JG-r elated.
Proof. As 2Bi—2H2 belongs to RO^G), 2ΞX and 2H2 are /G-related.
Proposition 7.3 follows from this fact.
Proposition 7.4. Let V=c{^
ι
)η
ι
®cφ2)η2 and W^c'φ^η^c'φ^. If
for <φi), c(§2), c'φi) and c'(§2) the condition (VIII) in Theorem 1.2 is satisfied,
then S(V) and S(W) are oriented G-homotopy equivalent.
REMARK. By the definition ^
x
=rη
λ
 and ξ ) 2 = ^ 2 .
Proof. As 2^ — 2 ^ belongs to i?i(G), S{2η
λ
) and 5(2^2) are oriented G-
homotopy equivalent. Proposition 7.4 follows from this fact.
Proposition 7.5. Let V=®k^p_ι:m-]c(Xk)Xk and W=®k^p.i:mlcf(Xk)Xk
for an element m ofD
o
(p—ί). If for c(Xk) and c\Xk) the condition (IV) in Theorem
1.2 satisfied, then S(V) and S(W) are oreinted G-homotopy equivalent.
Lemma 7.6. // *ΣkdLP-i:mic(k)Xk belongs to R^G) for m(=D0(p—l)y then
we have
Σ W i : *] (klmyw = ±l mod (p-l)lm ,
where all the coefficients c(k) are integers, and for a positive integer ί, (k/m)'1 is an
integer such that (k/myfolm)''^ 1 mod (p—\)jm.
Proof. By the same argument as the proof of Proposition 5.4, this lemma
can be obtained.
Lemma 7.7. Provided (k/m)2 =1 mod2(p—l)lm for m^D0(p—ί) and
—l:m], S(X
m
) and S(Xk) are oriented G-homotopy equivalent.
Proof of Proposition 7.5. We admit Lemma 7.7 to be true for a moment.
By the same argument as the proof of Theorem 5.6, we obtain Proposition 7.5
from Lemmas 7.6 and 7.7.
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Proof of Lemma 7.7. We prove Lemma 7.7 using Theorem 2.1 for V=Xk,
W=X
m
 and d(K)=ί for all K<G. We have to check the Petrie equation (iv)
of Theorem 2.1. For H<G such that S(X
m
)H=φ, there is no need to check it.
Therefore we consider it for H<G such that £(%„)* φφ. Since S(X
m
)<z>=φ,
S{X
m
)Hz¥φ implies that H does not contain z. By the consideration in section
4, it is sufficient to check the Petrie equation for H—{1} and to prove the
following assertion.
Assertion 7.8. If H is one of the subgroups By N(β) and Nζby, then
S(rtsH Xm) and S(rtsH Xk) are oriented H-homotopy equivalent.
We prove this assertion later on. Firstly we check the Petrie equation for
H= {1}. That is, we show
Σ*X(X*-X«; K) = 0modp(p2-1),
where K runs through the cyclic subgroups of G, and p(p2— 1)= \G\. From
Tables 1 and 2, we obtain
ί
Cί-D/2m-i (\~
{m-ί)l2+(m-ί)l2+m Σ (l-
+ρ(ρ-i)(ρ-
Put h=kjm, then we have
= 2p2+p(p-ί)2l2+p(p+ί)(m-l)
Cp-lϊ/2m
+mp(p+ί) Σ
We can show that this value is congruent to 0 mod p(p2-\-l), by using the fact
that for integers a and /3, p*p~β= 1 implies pβp~"=l.
By proving Assertion 7.8 we complete the proof of Lemma 7.7.
Proof of Assertion 7.8. First we consider the case that H=B. Let v be
an odd integer with l^z><2/> which represents the generator of F * defined in
section 1. Put ζ=exρ(π\/ — 1/p), r=v2, s=(p—l)β, x=zc and y=a. For
integers i define complex ^-representations T(B, i) by the corresponding matrix
representations (also denoted by T(B, i)) such that
r
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T{B, ί)(y) =
1 0
Ί V
where all blancks are zero. Let λ be the homomorphism from B to Zp__x given by
(vh 0
λ(
v * *>
Put λ(j)=λ*ϋ(
-
p—1,7) (cf. section 2). Then we have
= T{B, l ) 0 Γ ( ΰ , *)θλ(m)θλ(—ro),
Xk =
Since ι>(/>-l, m)+i>(/>—1, -m)-v(p-l, k)-v(p-l, -k) belongs to R^Z^)
by (klm)2= 1 mod 2(p—l)lmy X(m)+\(—m)—X(k)—X(—k) belongs to R^G).
We have proved the case that H=B.
If H=Nζά> or iV<ό>, then we obtain Assertion 7.8 from (6.5), (6.6) and
Theorem 5.6 easily. Thus we complete the proof of Assertion 7.8.
In the same way as above we get the following result.
Proposition 7.9. Let V=®kGίp+i:mlc(Θk)θk and W^®^ίp+I:mlcf(θk)θk
for an element m of D0{p-\-\). If for c(θk) and c'(θk) the condition (VI) in
Theorem 1.2 is satisfied, then S(V) and S(W) are oriented G-homotopy equivalent.
REMARK. Even if p=3 mod 4, Propositions 7.1, 7.2, 7.5 and 7.9 are valid.
Putting all propositions in this section together we see that V and W in
Theorem 1.2 are /G-related if all the conditions (I), (II), •••, (VIII) are satisfied.
8. The proof of the necessary condition in Theorem 1.2
Let G be SL(2, p), V and W the real G-representations in Theorem 1.2.
In this section we discuss that if V and W are /^-related, the conditions (I),
(II), •••, (VIII) in Theorem 1.2 hold Assume that V and Ware /G-related in
this section
By the assumption V— W belongs to RO0(G). Since RO0(G)=I(Γ)RO(G),
we obtain
(I), (II), (III, 0) (IV, 0) (V 0) (VI, 0), (VII, 0) and (VIII, 0) if p= 1 mod 4,
(I), (II), (III, 0) (IV, 0), (V, 0), (VI, 0) (VII) and (VIII) iίp=3 mod 4.
As V-W belongs to ROh(G), V<z>-W<*> and V<z>-W<z> both belong to
ROh(G). Ifp= 1 (resp. 3) mod 4, we have
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(8.1) V<*> =
(resp. F<*> =
and
0
C/>-3)/4
®
Cί-8)/4
©
(8.2) V<z> =
Cp-Ό/4
θ
dp-ΏU
θ
C
(resp. F
ω
 =
j )4
0 <Θ2, _1)Θ2;-_1θc(Ξ)S),
1 = 1
as real 5L(2, ^-representation. Since res< α >(F< z >— W^<z>) e i?OA(<α», we
obtain (III, 1) from (6.1) and Theorem 2.3. Observing res
α>(F<2>—PF<Z>),
r e s ^ ^ ί ^ - ί Γ ^ ) and r e s ^ F ^ - W ^ ) , we obtain (V, 1), (IV, 1) and (VI, 1)
from Theorems 2.3 and 5.6.
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.2, we show (VII, 1) and (VIII, 1). By
Propositions 7.3 and 7.4 we see that it is enough to show the following proposi-
tion.
Proposition 8.3. Neither H^—Ξ2 nor ^ι—ξ>2 belongs to ROh(G).
Proof. Assume that Hi—S2 belongs to ROh(G). From (6.3) we obtain
res<e>(B,-B2)=Σ3ik6ff;F3(ί, ft)-Σ*e*ί F(P* *)• S i n c e r e s ^ ^ - B a ) belongs to
^», we get
Π ^ = ± Π Amodjf)
from Theorem 2.3. This, however, contradicts Lemma 3.2.
Next assume that £>!—ξ>2 belongs to ROh{G). Since
to i?O,(50), we get
x—ξ)2) belongs
from Theorem 5.6. This yields
ΐl,f*=± Π^mod^.
Consequently we have
Π k=± Π kmoάp.
k<ΞK'
s
 kt=K'
r
This contradicts Lemma 3.2. Thus we complete the proof.
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